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Style it with tiles
Our great selection of tiles will transform
any room in your home
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Not only are tiles practical, they add attractive
class to your home.
They’re durable, easy to keep clean and can
be used in both indoor and outdoor areas.
Your consumer champion, Cashbuild, stocks
a range of tiles suitable for just about any area
in a variety of styles. And best of all, they aren’t
too hard on your pocket.
Cashbuild’s new range of tiles includes the
Mopane and Marula varieties that assemble to
create classic geometric patterns, adding that
extra touch of style.
There’s a finish to suit just about every taste
including:
B Mopane Peach
B Marula Brown
B Mukwa Wood
B Mopane Marble
B Marula Marble
These luxurious, quality tiles conform to the
highest quality standards and, as with all Cashbuild products, they’re supplied with a quality
guarantee. With tiles from Cashbuild you can
afford to be discerning. Get creative on a budget and up the style factor in your home!
Visit your nearest Cashbuild store to view a
wide range of tiles, building material, hardware
and paint. Friendly staff are on hand to provide
useful advice and help you make those hardwearing decisions.
B For more information on high-quality home
improvement products, call Cashbuild on 0861
CASHBUILD (227-428-453). Cashbuild stores
are conveniently located throughout southern
Africa. S
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Make it look good: Cashbuild’s top tipS
B Selecting the right wall or floor tiles
add a new dimension to the area.
needn’t be difficult. Tiles should comB For every 2 m² box of tiles you’ll need
plement the other colours in a room
by subtly accentuating the attached
fittings or furniture, or by making
a statement with classic patterns that
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10 kg tile adhesive and 1,5 kg tile
grout. Always add another 15 per cent
for wastage and extra stock for that
rainy day.
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